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1986 - 3 0 . s e p t . 1 9 8 7 . 
Januar 1988 
Forskningscenter Risø, DK-4000 Roskilde Danmark 
ISBN 87-550-1400-3 (kpl.) 
ISSN 0418-6435 




B . PRECIPITATION 
C . STREAH AND LAKE HATER 
D. GROUND WATER 
E . DRINKING HATER 
F . SOIL AMD SEDIMENTS 
C . SZAKATER 
H. CRASS AND PODDER 
I . LICHEN AND MOSS 
J . GRAIN AND BREAD 
K. ROOT VEGETABLES AND POTATOES 
L . LEAF VEGETABLES 
M. FRUITS 
N. SEA PLANTS 
0 . MILK PRODUCTS 
P . MEAT AND BCCS 
q. TUB 
R. HUMA1 DIET 
S . IMPORTED FOODSTUFFS 
T . HUMAN BOOT 
U. HUMAN BONE 






























GRÆS OC PODER 















THE ERROR TERM I S THE RELATIVE STANDARD DIVUTIOH ( I V PERCENT) 
DUE TO COUNTING STATISTICS. 
THE 8 9 / 9 0 - 8 9 - S R / 9 0 - S R IN TBE TABLES ARE ALL DECAY CORRECTED 
TO APRIL 2 6 , 1 9 8 6 . 
THE 1 3 4 / 1 3 7 - 1 3 4 - C S / 1 3 7 - C S 

A- 1 .1-
ålR SAMPLES COLLECTED AT BIS« ( 55*42'N 12*05'E) 
LCCIT.W 
UNIT 
RISC« -"TO EKVHUHS 
MICKo A}/K3 
LSOf ATE SPECIES 
!??•> SZ? 29-1986 OCT 02 KEW SAMPLER 6 FILTER 
i«86 JCT-1986 DSC LT SAMPLER CUSS 
KEW SAMPLER SHOT 
1986 OCT 02-1986 OCT 06 NEW SAMPLER 6 FILTER 



















































1986 OCT 06-1986 OCT 09 
1986 OCT 09-1986 OCT 13 
1986 OCT 13-1986 OCT 16 
1986 OCT 16-1986 OCT 20 
1986 OCT 20-1986 OCT 23 
1986 OCT 23-1986 OCT 27 
1986 OCT 27-1986 OCT 30 
1986 OCT 30-1986 NOV 03 -
1986 NOV 03-1986 NOV 06 
1986 NOV 06-1986 NOV 10 







































































































A. 1 . 2 . 




7-BE 1986 HOV 17-1986 HOV 20 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1986 NOV 20-1986 NOV 24 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1986 NOV 24-1986 HOV 27 -
134-CS 
137-CS 




7-BE 1986 DEC 01-1986 DEC 04 -
134-CS 
137-CS 








7-BE 1986 DEC 11-1986 DEC 15 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1986 DEC 15-1986 DEC 18 -
134-CS 
137-CS 





7-BE 1986 DEC 22-1986 DEC 26 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1986 DEC 26-1986 DEC 29 -
134-CS 
137-CS 





90-SR 1987 JAN-1987 MAR LT SAMPLER CLASS 
HEW SAMPLER 6 FILTERS 
7-BE 1987 JAN C2-1987 JAN 05 -
134-CS 
137-C3 




























































































































7-BE 1987 JAN 08-1987 JAN 12 NEH SAMPLER 6 FILTERS 
134-CS 
137-CS 




7-BE 1987 JAN 15-1987 JAN 19 -
134-CS 
137-CS 









7-BE i:87 JAN 26-1987 JAN 29 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 JAN 29-1987 FEB 02 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 FEB 02-1987 FEB 05 -
134-CS 
137-CS 




7-BE 1987 FEB 09-1987 FEB 12 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 FEB 12-1987 FEB 16 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 FEB 16-1987 FEB 19 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 FEB 19-1987 FEB 23 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 FEB 23-1987 FEB 26 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 FEB 26-1987 MAR 02 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 MAR 02-1987 MAR 05 -
134-CS 
137-CS 








































































































































7-BE 1987 HAR 16-1987 MAR 19 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 HAR 19-1987 MAR 23 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 KAR 23-1987 HAR 26 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 HAR 26-1987 HAR 30 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 MAR 30-1987 APR 02 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
90-SR 1987 AFR 
1987 AFR-1987 JUN LT SAMPLER GLASS 







7-BE 1987 AFR 06-1987 APR 09 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AFR 09-1987 APR 13 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 APR 13-1987 AFR 17 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AFR 17-1987 APR 21 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 APR 21-1987 APR 24 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 APR 24-1987 APR 27 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 APR 27-1987 APR 30 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 APR 30-1987 HAY 04 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
90-SR 1987 HAY 
7-BE 987 MAY 04-1987 MAY 0/ -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BÉ 1987 MAY 07-1987 MAY 11 -
137-CS 




























































































































7-BE 1987 MAY 14-1987 MAY 18 HW SAMPLER 6 FILTERS 1 2130.93 
137-CS - - 20 1.69 
7-BE 1987 MAY 18-1987 MAY 21 - 1 1826.14 
137-CS - - 21 1.39 
7-BE 1987 MAY 21-1987 MAY 25 - 0 j .43 
134-CS - - 9 4.23 
137-CS - - 5 10.18 
7-BE 1987 MAY 25-1987 MAY 29 - 0 3491.66 
134-CS - - 10 3.34 
137-CS - - 5 8.59 
7-BE 1987 MAY 29-1987 JUN 01 - 1 4119.86 
134-CS - - 17 2.16 
137-CS - - 11 4.91 
90-SR 1987 JUN 27 1.23 
7-BE 1987 JUN 01-1987 JUK 04 - 1 1601.54 
1987 JUN 04-1987 JUN 09 - 1 1696.60 
137-CS - - 18 1.79 
7-BE 1987 JUN 09-1987 JUN 12 - 1 1771.03 
137-CS - - 24 1.88 
7-BE 1987 JUN 12-1987 JUN 15 - 1 2845.08 
137-CS - - 36 1.41 
7-BE 1987 JUN 15-1987 JUN 18 - 1 1033.03 
137-CS 10 2.41 
7-BE 1987 JUN 18-1987 JUN 22 - 0 2037.24 
137-CS - - 13 1.48 
7-BE 1987 JUN 22-1987 JUN 25 - 0 2575.10 
134-CS 18 1.09 
137-CS - - 11 2.29 
7-BE 1987 JUN 25-1987 JUN 29 - 0 2201.65 
134-CS 17 0.78 
137-CS - - 12 1.70 
7-BE 1987 JUN 29-1987 JUL 02 - 0 2682.98 
134-CS - - 20 0.92 
137-CS 12 1.95 
90-SR 1987 JUL-1987 SEP LT SAMPLER CLASS 35 0.19 
HEW SAMPLER 6 FILTERS 33 0.53 
7-BE 1987 JUL 02-1987 JUL 06 - 0 1798.75 
137-CS - - 16 1.21 
7-BE 1987 JUL 06-1987 JUL 09 - 0 3161.90 
134-CS - - 21 1.12 
137-CS - - 11 2.52 
7-BE 1987 JUL 09-1987 JUL 13 - 0 2476.43 
134-CS - - 18 0.78 
137-CS - - 9 1.82 
7-BE 1987 JUL 13-1987 JUL 16 - 0 3282.54 
134-CS 14 1.61 
137-CS - - 7 4.00 
7-BE 1987 JUL 16-1987 JUL 20 - 0 3421.46 
134-CS - - 9 1.76 
137-CS - - 5 4.81 
7-BE 1987 JUL 20-1987 JUL 23 - 0 2921.22 
134-CS - - 7 2.52 
137-CS - - 4 7.13 
7-BE 1987 JUL 23-1987 JUL 27 - 0 1477.54 
137-CS - - 13 1.62 
7-BE 1987 JUL 27-1987 JUL 30 - 0 1528.57 
137-CS 14 1.78 
7-BE 1987 JUL 30-1987 AUG 03 - 0 1267.12 
137-CS 13 1.24 
7-BE 1987 AUG 03-1987 AUG 06 - 0 1579.02 
134-CS - - 38 0.56 
137-CS - - 12 1.99 
- 10 -
A. 1.6. 
7-BE 1987 AUG 06-1987 AUG 10 NEW SAMPLER 6 FILTERS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AUG 10-1987 AUG 11 -
131-1 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AUG 11-1987 AUG 12 -
131-1 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AUG 12-1987 AUG 13 -
131-1 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AUG 13-1987 AUG 14 -
131-1 
137-CS 




7-BE 1987 AUG 17-1987 AUG 20 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AUG 20-1987 AUG 24 -
134-CS 
137-CS 




7-BE 1987 AUG 27-1987 AUG 31 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 AUG 31-1937 SEP 03 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 03-1987 SEP 07 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 07-1987 SEP 10 -
137-CS 
'-BE 1987 SEP 10-1987 SEP 14 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 14-1987 SEP 17 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 17-1987 SEP 21 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 21-1987 SEP 24 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 24-1987 SEP 28 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 SEP 28-1987 OCT 01 -
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 OCT 01-1987 OCT 05 -
134-CS 
137-CS 



































































































































7-BE 1987 OCT 19-1987 OCT 26 NEW SAMPLER 6 FILHU 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 OCT 26-1987 HOV 02 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 HOV 02-1987 HOV 09 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 NOV 09-1987 HOV 16 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 NOV 16-1987 HOV 23 - . 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 HOV 23-1987 HOV 26 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 HOV 26-1987 HOV 30 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1987 HOV 30-1987 DEC 07 -
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1937 DEC 07-1987 DEC 1* -
134-CS 
137-CS 








7-BE 1987 DEC 29-1988 JAM 04 -
137-CS 




















































































A. 2 . 1 . 
AIR SAMPLES m r i . i r r m AT BQRHB0U1 (CF. FIG. 3 ) 
SPGCIZS : N1W SAMPLER 6 FILTERS 
LQCATIOH t BORNHOLM 8 
UNIT : m o o BQ/M3 
ISOTO1 DATE SD X RESULTS 



















7-BE 1986 OCT 27-1986 HOV 0 3 
134-CS 
137-CS 





7-BE 1986 NOV 10-1986 NOV 17 
134-CS 
137-CS 








7-BE 1986 DEC 0 1 - 1 9 8 6 DEC 0 8 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7-BE 1986 DEC 0 8 - 1 9 8 6 DEC 1 3 
134-CS 
137-CS 






























































































































































































19S7 JAR 26-19*7 FEB 02 
-
-
19*7 FEB 02-19S7 PEB 08 
-
-




987 FEB 16-1987 FEB 23 
-
-
1987 FES 23-19*7 MAR 02 
-
-








1987 MAR 16-19*7 Ma 23 
-
-
1987 MAR 23-19I7 MAR 30 
-
-





















































































































































7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 






































1M7 AR 06-19*7 ARl 13 
-
-
19*7 AR 13-19*7 Alt 20 
-
-




1987 AR 27-1987 HIT 04 
-
-
IM7 Htt 04-19*7 HAT 10 
-
-
19*7 » T 10-19*7 H U 1 * 
-
-
19*7 MAT 1S-1M7 MT 25 
-
-
19*7 HAT 25-19*7 JW 01 
-
-
1987 JW 01-19*7 JW 0* 
-
-
19*7 JW 0*-19*7 JW 13 
-
1987 JW 15-1987 JW 22 
-
-
I9S7 JW 22-1987 JW 29 
-
-
19*7 JW 29-19*7 JUL OS 
-
19*7 JUL 04-1987 JUL 13 
-
-
19*7 JUL 13-1987 JUL 20 
-
-
19*7 JUL 20-1987 JUL 27 
-
-
19*7 JUL 27-19*7 AUC 03 
-
1987 AUC 03-1987 AUC 10 
-
-




































































































































7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7 - « 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7 - K 
137-CS 
7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 






7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 
7 - K 
137-CS 
7 - H 
137-C5 









7 - K 
134-CS 
137-CS 





7 - K 
137-CS 
k. 2.4. 
1M7 AUC 24-1M7 MIG 31 
-
-
1M7 AK 31-1907 3EP 07 
-
-
1917 SIT 07-1987 SET 14 
-
-
1987 SET 14-1907 SØ 21 
-
-
1907 SSP 21-1907 SSt U 
-
1907 SET 20-1907 OCT 05 
-
-
1907 OCT 05-1907 OCT 12 
-
-
1907 OCT 12-1907 OCT 19 
-
-
1907 OCT 19-1907 OCT 26 
-
-
1907 OCT 26-1907 MTV 02 
-
-
1907 10« 02-1907 HOV 09 
-
-
1907 HOT 09-1907 KOV 13 
-
1907 HO* 15-1907 ROV 23 
-
1907 MOV 23-1907 NOV 29 
-
-
1907 NOV 29-1907 DEC 06 
-
-
1907 DEC 06-1997 DEC 14 
-
-
1907 DSC 14-1907 DEC 22 
-
-
1907 DEC 22-1967 DEC 20 
-
-
1907 DEC 20-1900 JAM 04 
-

















































































































s. i . i . 
pucimmow GOUECIB AT mø tss««** I2*O5>E> 
i l A 10 N2 I « BKHUKQt OOLLECTOB 
SHOES s 10 HZ IDM-EKJMaGB 
UCIXIW : USOE *KD BCVUUB 
(MIT : 9Q/HZ 
isonr UZE 
7-BE 19*6 OCT 
9 0 - a 







































































































































































































































PRECIPI7KTI0K COLLECTED IX TBE FAME ISLMBS AT TW UDCWIOKS (CF. FIC. 9) 
D*TB t IMS OCT-19U DSC 
SPECIES : PKEEinTATI« 
UNIT : BQ/H2 
ISOTOP 90-SR SO X 137-CS SD S 1M/137 SD X 
LXAXIOB 
TMBRMR <Bamo 0.0079 
IUXSVIC 0.0177 
ICMI 0.012* 









0 . « 






B. 3 . 1 . 
PRECIPITATION COLLECTED O00HTRTOIBK IK DDDURt: AT 1 0 SEkTE EKPERIfffiKTAL FARMS (CF. FIG. I ) 
DATB i 19*6 SEP-1986 OCT 
S F K I B : F U a n X I X I C N BtP.FABtS 
IBQT t BQ/H2 




























































































DATE x 1986 ROV-1986 DEC 
SPECIES < nacuraaam sxp.nsw 
URIT i BQ/m 






























































« M i 0.32 13.13 0.48 
S.I. Xi n 27 2 
- 20 -
B. 3 . 2 . 
DiSt i 1987 JAH-1987 FEB 
SPECIES t PMCIPITATICW EXP. FAME 
UNIT i BQ/N2 
















































































DATE : 1987 MAR-1987 APR 
SPECIES i TOCIPITATIOH EXP.FAMB 
(MIT t BQ/MZ 
























































KEAKl 0.20 6.45 0.42 
S.E. 1: 16 23 2 
- 21 -
B. 3.3. 
WOT : 19S7 MkT-1987 JUM 
SPECIES < m a m m a l np.nns 
UHIT i BQ/KZ 


















































































M I E t 19S7 JUL-1987 AUG 
specie: t næcipiTAnai BEP.MMS 
UHIT s BQ/M2 







































































M R > 1M7 SEF-1907 OCT 
s n o s .- HtEanxmar or 



























B. 3 . 4 . 
RUMS 






















































B. 4 . 1 . 
FREdPITATION COLLECTED COUNTMWIDE IN GREEMUH) (CF. PIG. 10) 
DATS > ;<>86 0CT-19M OK 
sreciBs i vucvntkTiw 
UKIT > BQ/H2 
ISOKOP 90-a SD X 137-CS SO X 
uxmon 
MHUUSHfcW 0.74 13 BM. 
SCCUSNRSB 0.25 • 
OOMBMB 0.62 7 2.46 49 
S.E. t t 
0.54 
27 
B. 5 . 1 . 
FIIEClPTrATIGH COLLECTED AT M W C55»42*N 12»05'E) BT A 1 K2 COtiECTøR 
DATE 137-CS BQ/M3 
1986 OCT C6 
198t OCT 27 
1986 CCT 31 
1986 SOV 07 
1986 HOV 17 
1986 HOV 24 
1986 DEC 01 
1986 DEC 05 
1986 DEC 22 
1986 DEC 29 
1987 JAN 05 
1987 FEB 02 
1987 FEB 19 
1987 MAR 20 
1987 MAR 31 
1987 APR 21 
1987 HAY 13 
1987 HAT 22 
1987 JUN 17 
1937 JUN 
1987 JUL 




























c . 1 . 1 . 




! 19M OCT 
STREAM HATER 
t BQ/M3 





































S .E . Xi 
7.41 
16 
7 . 8 7 
21 
DATE i 1987 FEB 
SPECIES i STREAM HATER 
•JHIT i BQ./M3 
(LAES AA COLLECTED 17 HAY 1987) 






















































MEANi 9.75 2.95 0.49 
S.E. Xi 13 22 9 
- 25 -
DATE > 1986 OCT 
SPECIES : LUCE H1TER 
W I T : BQ/M3 
C. 1 . 2 . 




















































S.E. I . 
24.94 
26 
3 9 . 2 5 
27 
0 . 5 0 
6 
DATE : 1987 FEB 
SPECIES i LAKE WATER 
UNIT t BQ/M3 
(AUONDIICE SQ COLLECTED 17 MAT 1987) 











































































i LAKE HATER 
i BQ/H3 
DATE 
1987 I D 03 
1987 APR 23 
1987 APR 08 
1987 FEB 03 
1987 APR 23 























C. 2 . 1 . 




t 19*7 JUL 
i STREAM HUER 
: BQ/M3 























DATE i 19S7 JUL 
SPECIES i LAKE HUER 
UNIT t BQ/M3 












D. 1 . 1 . 
GltOUHD UATER COLLECTED COUHTRTWIDE IN DEtMARX ( C F . n C . 7 ) 
DATE : 1987 FEB 
SPECIES t GROUND HATER 
UNIT : BQ/M3 








































RQNNE CCLLECTED IN HAT 1987 
- 29 -
E. 1 . 1 . 
» D O I N G HUER COLLECTED COUHTRWIDE IN DENMARK (CF. TIC. 3 ) 
M I E > 1987 JUN 
SPECIES t MIMCDK MATER 
(MIT : BQ/M3 










































MEAN: 0.540 0.061 
S.E. ti 38 3 
- 30 -
E. 2 . 1 . 
M i m e W i n COLLECTED COWmWIlE I I TEC N K S ISLAMS (CF. TO. 9 ) 
DATE t 19M 7T 
SPECIES : MtlfcKW <MXOt 
UNIT i BQrtD 
ISOTOP 90-U SOS 
LOCATION 
TBOUBAVM (HQJfIC) 4 . 7 7 
KLffiSTIC 1 . 3 2 
TOEKAA 2 . 6 9 
MBW: 2 . 9 3 




MTI i 19*7 JUL 
SPECIES i DRIHKIH6 (WTEX 
UNIT i BQ/M3 

















SQRVAAC/SQRVACUR (VAAGQ) 8.67 6 0.273 19 
MEAN. 6.94 0.254 
S.E. Xi 23 7 
- 31 -
E. 3.1. 
OKOKOK HUB COLECXB OOUnWUE M CKBCLMO (CF. PIG. 10) 
s n e n s : MUKiKiarai 
n o r s IQ/ID 
ISOTOP (MOK LOCtnn SD S MSHTt 
•O-SK MM OCT-im BBC 
I37-« 
»0-a 1M7 JUR-1W7 HØ 
137-CS 
1M/137 
SOOUSnSOD 2 15-»5 
l t 7.13 




-OaOOLUCBB (er. ns. i) 




0 - 5 « 
•O-SI SD X 100-W SB X 137-CS SB X 239.240-fV 9 X 241-JM s x 134/137 » t 
197 1 
17« 1 
2 « 1 

























































































19*7 MIC 24 
-
19S7 MB 26 
19*7 MC 25 
-
1907 SSP 01 
1907 SIP 14 
1907 MK 31 











- 3 3 -
». 2 . 1 . 
SnCUt. SHI. SMfLES COLLECTS TO A DOTH OF 100 CM XT 











































•UBJMigtL 137-CSi 710 BQ/H2 
- 34 -
F. 3 . 1 . 
SEDIMENT SAMPLES COLLECTED ABOUND ZBAUMD IX IBS DANISH STRAITS (CV. FIG. 8 ) 
UNIT t BQ/M2 



































































































SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
SEDIMENT 9-12 CM 
SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 




SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 9-12 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 12-13 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
SEDIMENT 9-12 CM 
SEDIMENT 12-15 CM 




SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 9-12 CM 
SEDIMENT 12-13 CM 





SEDIMENT 0-1 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 1-2 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 2-3 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 3-4 CM 




















































































































































































































SEDIMENT 0-1 CH 
-
SEDIMENT 1-2 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 2-3 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 3-4 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
-
-
SEDIMENT 3-9 CM 
SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
-
-
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
-
SZDZKENT 0-3 CM 
-
-
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
SEDIMENT 0-3 CM 
-
-
SEDIMENT 3-6 CM 
-
SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
SEDIMENT 9-12 CM 
SEDIMENT 12-15 CM 
SEDIMENT 15-18 CM 











SEDIMENT 6-9 CM 
-






























































































































































I t _ 
e. f . i . 
sours <9. ne. «» 
»at » X MXT 
a 
137-«$ 








1M7WX 2» OH 34M.US 5 *M0 
IT M 










i 3 * - a / i 3 ? - a 
a. 
3ZK 













tt IM7 MI 27 
! « B 5442.1214 
» R 
























R j n 
OMO Mr 
BJAO 
« V » 



















» . 7 1 
O.JJ 
M.M 
S . M 
TO.M 
•-35 
2 l . » 
M.a 
• . X 
n.a 
» . « 
73.70 
• .33 













1 7 . » 




















c i . i . 
ISDtW •KU 































































































IMS SOT IS 
-
-










i M i tor i / 
-
-












SBHOB 23 R 










O/M on nam 
m/m 
8/00 BKT K m 
KJflO 




o/oo DI? n o t 
m/w 
0/M BKT HUlU 
mna 








0/M DIT KATTER 
•J/ID 






0/M MT MATTE* 
BQ/K3 






























































ISOTOP DATE SPECIES 




CL 1M7 MAT 27 SEAUATER 0 K 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 
CL SIAHATER 27 H 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 
CL 1M7 HAT 07 SEAUATER 0 H 
137-CS 
134-CS/ 137-CS 
CL 19M MV 19 
137-CS 
134-CS/ 137-CS 
CL - S E U S t t n 19 K 
137-CS 
134-CSM37-CS 
CL 1987 MAT 2 6 SEAUATER 0 H 
137-CS 
1J4-CS/137-CS 
CL - SEAUATER 22 M 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 
CL I9W NOV 19 SEAUATER 0 M 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 
CL - SEAUATER 18 H 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 
CL 1987 MAT 25 SIAHATER 0 H 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 




a 19*6 OCT 15 SIAHATER 0 M 
137-CS 
I34-CS/137-CS 
a 1986 HOV 14 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 
a 19S7 AFt 10 
137-CS 
I34-CS/I37-CS 
a 19S7 SEP IS 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 




a SEAHATn 26 H 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-CS 













































5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
2 BQ/K3 
4 
5 0 /00 DRT HATTER 
1 BQ/M3 
4 
5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
2 BQ/M3 
4 
5 0 /00 DRT MATTER 
2 BQ/M3 
6 
5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
1 EQ/M3 
2 
5 O/OO DRT HATTER 
2 BQ/H3 
3 
5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
3 BQ/K3 
7 
5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
2 BQ/M3 
3 
5 0/00 DRT KATTER 
1 BQ/M3 
2 
5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
1 BQ/M3 
2 























5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
2 BQ/M3 
4 
5 0/00 DRT MATTER 
3 BQ/H3 
8 
3 0/00 DRT MATTER 
1 BQ/H3 
2 




































































































































19S6 OCT 2 3 
-
-
1987 HAT 2 5 
-
-
























1986 OCT 23 
-
-


















SEAHATER 0 H 
-
-












SEAHATER 2 3 M 
-
SEAHATER O H 
-
-




SEAUATER 0 H 
-
-
SEAHATER 24 H 
-
-
SEAHATER O H 
-
-











SEAHATER 24 H 
-
-
SEAUATER O H 
-
-
SEAHATER 24 M 
-
-












3 6 1 0 . 1 1 2 0 
-
-
5 6 1 0 . 1 1 4 2 
-
-
























3 6 1 4 . 1 2 2 3 
-
-












































































0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
BQ/K3 
-




O/OO DRT HATTER 
BQ/M3 
-
0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
SQ/H3 
-
0 / 0 0 DRT NATTER 
BQ/M3 
0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
SQ/M3 
0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
BQ/M3 
-




0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
BQ/M3 
-
O/OO DRT HATTER 
BQ/K3 
-
0 / 0 0 DRT MATTER 
BQ/M3 
-




0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
BQ/M3 
-




O/OO DRT HATTER 
BQ/M3 
-
0 / 0 0 DRY HATTER 
BQ/K3 
-
0 / 0 0 DRT HATTER 
BQ/M3 
-







































































































1987 MAY 1* 















1987 MAY 13 


























































































































0/00 DRY MATTER 
BQ/M3 
-




















































H. 1 . 1 . 
GRASS COLLECTED OtXJKIRTWIDE IN DENMARK AT TOE 10 STATE EXPERIMENTAL FARMS (CF. FIG. 1 ) 
DATE t 1987 JUL 01 < BORNHOLM CLJÆCTED 19 HAT 1987 ) 
SPECIES i CRASS 


























































































































MEAHl 1 .707 0.921 
S.E. X: 26 27 
- 42 -
H. 2 . 1 . 
CRASS COLLiXTED AT THE FABOE ISLANDS (CF. FIG. 9 ) 
SPECIES : GRASS 
UNIT i BQ/KC FltESB 
ISOTOP DATE LOCATION SD X RESULTS 
137-CS 








1 3 4 - C S / 1 3 7 - C S 
137-CS 
1 3 4 - C 5 / 1 3 7 - C S 
1987 JDH FAROES 






























H. 3 . 1 . 
JODDER COLLECTED ODUHIRWIDE IH DOHARK 
D i l i i 1987 SEP 
SPECIES : STRJW 
UKIT : BQ/KC FRESH 






















































DATE i 19S7 SEP 
SPECIES : BEET 
UKIT : BQ/KC FRESH 












































MEAN: 0.573 0.076 
S.E. Zi 20 19 
- 44 -
H. 3 . 2 . 
DATE : 1987 SEP 
SPECIES : BEET LUVES 
WIT i BQ/XC IRESH 


















































KEAM: 0.547 0.170 
S.t. X. 38 33 
- 45 
i . i . i . 
UCSIi A » MDBS OOUKXB OOOBtWISB I« 
UKITiBQ/IB 














1987 na i» LICHEH aonaxM s 
1907 MIC 2* CXJBDU PCtTBflQU TOP OUSIKIP B B S 
137-CS 
134-CS/137-C3 
















































































































ISOTOP not LOCttUH a x SSSSTS 





































































I . 2 










war LOCtflOU SD X RESULTS 
I « 7 XL 
m ? KB aa 
u< 
<H*JWG) 












































j . 1 . 1 . 
GRAIN COLLECTED COUNTRYWIDE IN DENMARK AT THE 10 STATE EXPERIMENTAL FARMS <CF. FIC. 1) 
DATE t 1987 
SPECIES > RTE WINTER 
WIT i BQ/KG FRESH 





















































ffiANi 0.403 0.171 
S.E. I i 24 22 
DATE i 1987 
SPECIES t BARLETSPRBB 
UNIT t BQ/IG FRESH 




















































HEAHi 0.538 0.129 
S.E. Xl 24 29 
- 49 -
J. 1.2. 
SOt i 1987 
SPECIES : BMtUnaiRBt 
WIT t BQ/KG PUSH 






















































DATE i 1987 
SPECIES i WHEAT HUfTEK 
UNIT i BQ/KG PUSH 
























































MZAHi 0.487 0.078 
S.E. Xi 18 22 
j . : . J . 
90-Sft » t J37-« 9 X 1J4/IW 
UXJUW 
M S 5 R 
n u s 
TVstom 
am 
n « , 
S.£ . Z: 
l . m 










0.0*5 l i 
9.939 22 
0.002 SO 




KEE i IW7 
SFKIB .- OtlS S I I K 















. . i i ; 
0.23? 





0 . * « 
0.3*0 












































MIT t 1*7 
sncits < i t m o k u ran M D HBtf) 
itonr M-SR s» x 137.0 so x 
icaeraa 
MUSIS l . iM 2 0.099 17 
J. 1.4. 
HOT SPECIES UJOtnOB 
1*07 SIP S3 
Mi SBZt 
MI s o i« 
l»*7 SB 1* 
iS»7 SEP 03 
Ml SB «Z 
-
MJ SEP 
im s o os 
l « ? SEP 00 
1M1 UK 11 
1W7 SEP 03 
I W SEP 14 
1 « ? SEP 02 
MT SB I ) 























F s a s 










HOT S O 14 
Wt7 SEP IO 
S9»7 OCT 03 
1 W MC 11 
M7 SB ZJ 
Ml SB 01 
-
»«•; AOC 3i 
-
Ml SB 
MJ SEP OS 
•55? SEP 02 
HOT S O 1* 
1 « 7 OCT 03 
i«o; ss -a 
vm SEP 23 
INT SEP I* 
mr SV a 
1907 S2P 03 
-
M7 SB 
im SEP os 
m i SEP :* 
i « ? s o a« 
:<•; ocr zo 
:*S7 OCT S3 
1*07 SEP 00 
mi ocr 83 
1W7 SEP !« 
»07 ocr i» 
:tt? sir » 
1907 SO i t 
;«S7 ocr ^ 
» » 7 SIP 33 
1107 SEP Z0 
1*97 OCT 0 ! 
1*07 SEP 
* 7 0CT0J 
















































































J . 2 . 1 . 
BREAD COLLECTED COUHTSWIDE IN DENMARK. IN 8 ZONES AND IN COPENHAGEN (CF. PIC. 3 ) 
DAIE i 1986 HOV 
S H O E S t RYS tUåD 
W I T : BQ/KC FRESH 


























! 7.50 2 
I 9.16 2 
1 10.73 1 
I 6.2« 1 
1.90 6 
• 4.7Z 3 























DATE i 1967 JW 
SPECIES t KIE 

































































tSlK: 9.25 5.89 0.39 
S.I. t : 4 14 1 
- 53 -
DATE : 1986 HOV 
SPECIES : WHITE BREAD 
UNIT : BQ/KG FRESH 
ISOTOP 90-SR 
LOCATION 
N-JIHUKD 1 0.182 
E-JtniAM> 2 0.135 
U-JUTUMD 3 0.099 
S-JinUND 4 0.133 
TUHHJ S 0.108 
ZEALAND 6 0.094 
L0L-FALST.7 0.117 
BORHBQUI 8 0.097 
COPENHAGEN 0.166 
HEAMi 0.128 
S.E. X: 9 
DATE : 1987 JUR 
SPECIES < UBTTI HEAD 






















S.E. Xi 10 
. 2.2. 



































































































K. 1 . 1 . 
POTATOES AKD ROOT VEGETABLES COLLECTED COUNTRYWIDE IN DENMARK (CF. FIG. 1 AND FIG. 2) 
DATE : 1987 SIP-1987 OCT 
SPECIES : POTATOES 
UNIT t BQ/KG FRESH 








































































DATE t 1987 SEP-1987 OCT 
SPECIES : ONION 
UNIT i BQ/KG FRESH 






























MEAN: 0.208 0.022 
S.E. Xi 9 41 
- 55 -
l. 1 .2 . 
DATE i 1987 SIP-1987 OCT 
SPECIES i CARSDT 
UNIT i BQ/IG FRESH 






































MEAN« 0.304 0.060 
S.E. Xi 18 20 
- 56 -
L . 1 . 1 . 
VGCETABLES COLLECTED COUNTRWIDE IN DENMARK (CF. FIG. 3 ) 
DATE : 1987 SEP-1987 OCT 
SPECIES : 1HITECAB8AGE 
UNIT : BQ/KC FRESH 
























































DATE t 1987 JUN-1987 AUC 
SPECIES : PEAS 
UNIT s BQ/KG FRESH 








































MEANi 0.466 0.068 
S.E. Xi 14 38 
- 57 -
L. 1.2. 
DATE : 1987 SEP-1987 OCT 
SPECIES i BEAHS 
UNIT : BQ/KG JRESB 
ISOTOP 90-SR SD X 137-CS SD X 134/137 SD X 
LOCATION 










































DATE i 19S7 JUL-1987 AUC 
SPECIES i LETTUCE 
UNIT i BQ/KG FRESH 


































MEAN: 0.244 0.143 
S.E. Xl 3 42 
- 58 -
H. 1 . 1 . 
FRUITS COLLECTED COUNTRTOIDE IN DEtMABK (CF. FIG. 3 ) 
DATE I 1987 SEP-1987 OCT 
SPECIES t APPLE 
UNIT : BQ/KG FRESH 
































































DATE i 1987 AUG 
SPECIES > CHEHRY 
UNIT : BQ/KQ FRESH 












































KEAWi 0.0848 0.5805 0.3873 
S.I. Xi 30 3 
- 59 -
M. 1 . 2 . 
DATE i 19S7 JUL 
SPECIES : STRAUBEMT 
UNIT : BQ/XC FRESH 







































S.E. t : 
0.2168 0.1016 
37 
MIE : 1987 JUL 
SPECIES i RED CURRAHT 
UHIT t BQ/HS FRESH 











































KEAMi 0.264 0.373 0.397 
S.E. Il 32 6 
- 60 --
H. 1 . 3 . 
D U E : 1987 AUC 
SPECIES : BUCK CUWtAOT 
UNIT : BQ/HJ FBESH 











MEAD: 0.36 0.89 0.39 

































DAJE i 1987 JUL 
SPECIES i COOSEBERRY 
UNIT : BQ/IC FRESH 









































MEAKi 0.226 0.413 0.400 
S.E. Xt 37 2 
- 61 -
DOS i 19« 7 A X 
SPECIES i RASPBERRY 
UNIT : BQ/KG FRESH 









































MEANS 0.169 0.189 0.419 
S.E. t : 40 10 
- 52 -
ti. 1 . 1 . 
SEAWEED (FUCJS VESICULOSUS AND FUCUS SEMUTUS) COLLECTED IN 
TEE DANISH WATCRS (LOCATION: UTTTTUDE: N AND LONGITUDE: E) 
UNIT : BQ/KG DRY 



















































198S OCT 02 FUCUS VESICULOSUS BOLUND 
1986 DEC 15 
1987 MAR 31 
1987 AUG 11 
1987 OCT 02 
1987 APR 29 
1*87 MAY 20 
1987 JUN 23 
1987 JUL 16 
1987 AUC 12 
1987 SEP 14 
1987 OCT 14 
1987 NOV 11 
1987 MAT 19 
1987 APR 29 
1987 MAY 20 
1987 Jim 17 
1987 JUL 16 



















































































































































































































DATE SPECIES UKACTOK SO Z RESULTS 
1987 SEP 14 FUCUS VESICULOSUS 5525.1215 
1987 OCT 14 -
1987 NOV 11 -
1987 DEC 16 
1967 APR 30 -
1987 MAT 21 -
1987 JIM 22 -
1987 JUL 15 -
1967 AUG 13 -
1987 SEP 15 -
1987 OCT 15 -
FUCUS SERRATUS 
1986 OCT 01 FUCUS VESICULOSUS 
1986 HOV 01 
19(6 DEC 01 
1987 JAH 02 














































































































































































» . 1 .1 . 























































im JOL oi 
-
-









1967 OCT 01 
-
-
:»? sov t» 
-
-
I3S7 MK 01 
-
-


















































































































































































































































































































no? tft to nus mauaos 
KOK 
H»7 NLT 2! WOB TBSKULOSUS 
RCSS SBOKSS 
iM7 J W a FOCUS rancsusos 
FOCUS SOSJUUi 
1907 JW. ts FUCOS vssiousuB 
IBGDS SBMIOS 
1M7 HK 13 RKIH TB5IOIDSW 
IUC0S SBM3W 
i w at a new wsieuuHW 
FUCOS SUMTDS 
—--——«—.————--uxjcnos ss x MS93S 
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18-2S 






































isonr MSE snens 
:9»r ae? is reces I B I C B U S S 
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•-S0 
9 . « 
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j . n 
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I9S7 x * >3 nees v s i c a o n s 
R7C3S SCHURS 
: « ? SK !» -
i « ? ± » 2« n a s VBXOUSCS 
i9S7 H U » ncas s a o c n s 
I9t? JW 22 NCOS VSICbUBaB 
iit7 j a 17 mars S S B K I K 
l«B7 HK- 1* 
»957 SS? li 
!9»7 OCT 1* 
1987 90T 12 
l»»7 IV.T 25 
INCSS SiKCStOJSS 
i9sr otc i« lam saawtas 
:9»J NIT is »was •.•siæawB 
9l"0 
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M - K 
ss-iri/sa-«: 
s»-r t i 
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sr-aen 
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19«? OCT 01 
-
-
1987 OCT 01 
-
-












































































































































































SEAWEED OOLLECTED IN GREENLAND AKD THE FAROE ISLANDS 
W I T s BQ/XG DRY 




















































o . 1 . 1 . 





























































DATE : 1986 NOV 
SPECIES s DRIED MUX 
UNIT : BQ/L 












































MEAN: 0.076 0.875 0.443 






































































































































































- i i. -
O. 1 . 3 . 
BATt i 1987 MAR 
SPECIES l H U D K U X 
M U T t HJ/L 





































HEADi u.845 0.401 
S.E. Xl 20 I 
BUTE i 1987 APR 
SPECIES t DRIED MILK 
UNIT : BQ/L 
ISOTOP 137-CS SD X 1 3 4 / 1 3 7 SO X 
lOCåffiOB 
HJQgalHG 0.334 2 0.377 3 
tAHDERS 0.998 2 0.401 3 
TIDSMER 
tWKBÅÅ 0.997 3 3.41« 3 
irtlOB 0.449 2 3.391 4 
MS03TE& 0.301 5 0.401 8 
MZSKØV 0.253 6 0.410 10 
ffiAH: 3.391 o.Wft 
S . t . t : » 1 
DATE i 1M7 JAS-.M7 APS 
SPECIES t DRIED H l « 
UtiT i BQ/L 
ISOTOP 90-SR SD X 
UCATXOR 






















S.E. X: 1! 
73 
Q. 1 . 4 . 
DATE : im MAY 
S n o E S i DRIED HUK 































































































DATE I 1987 HAY-1987 JUH 
SFECIES t DRIED MUX 
URIT i BQ/L 






































S . E . Zi 






































































S.E. I t 





















































































































HEANl 0.066 0.499 0.303 



































































































M R i 19*7 OK 
SPECIES i MUED KUL 
WIT > IQ/L 
ISOTOP 137-CS SD X 134/137 SD X 
LOCATUH 





























WA»< 0.243 0.32« 
S.( . t : 25 4 
- 76 -
O. 3 . 1 . 
PASTEURIZE) MUX COLLECTED COUKTMUIDE IN DENMARK IH 8 ZONES (CF. TIG. 3 ) 
DATE i 1986 NOV 
SPECIES : MILK PAST. 
(WIT I BQ/L 





S - J V I U K ) 4 




















































MEAN: 0.078 0.848 0.446 
S.E. X: 3 13 I 
DATE : 1987 JW 
SPECIES : ULK PAST. 
OMIT < BQ/L 


















































MCA«! 0.073 0.630 0.374 
S.I. Ii 5 20 2 
DATE : 1987 DEC 
SPECIES i MILK PAST. 
UNIT » BQ/L 










































MEAN! 0.231 0.291 
S.E. Zt 20 2 
- 78 -
O. 4 . 1 . 


















































i 9 M DSC 
1967 J * 













1986 » C 
1967 JM 









































6 . 1 « 






















tfKIES -. te!X BUS. 
•jrxna : xuxsrss 
arrr : *t/L 
ISOtV 3*IE SO X KBCTS 
19M OCT 




19»» ! • * 
1997 U t 
; w 7 IOLT 
1997 JD> 
i**J JUL 






;93i 5 C 
I9»7 JW 
i «? H* 
:w7 aot 





i « 7 SE> 




i 9 K UC 
199? -H* 






? » . * » 
3 0-3é7 





5 0 .7:7 
4 3.327 
S * .W* 
* 0.337 
7 9.329 























































s e n e r . 






i r nar 
i«t; * 9 
m? <•» 








i«? l a 
i4S7Mtt 






1 9 « DK 
I9S1 J M 
m? m 













































: 1917 JUL 





























O. S . l . 
OEZSE COLLECTS) U DBMtfK 
O K I E S i OBSC 
ucmca : DOBMK 
aet : iQ/ioc næn 
ISOTOP n-SU SD X IJ7-CS SO t i3*/137 » I 
M I E 
Lttt OCT 
iM6 OCT-;M» ose 
• « ? JW- IM7 m i 























1997 JX-IM7 SIT i.05 i i.27 3 0.35 
ICUI: 0.93 1.Z3 0.44 
S.I. t j 5 7 7 
- 82 -
p . 1 . 1 . 
MEAT AND EGGS COLLECTED COUNTRWIDE IN DENMARK (CF. FIG. 3 ) 
DATE : 198« DEC 
SPECIES i BEEF HEAT 
LOCATION > DENMARK 
ISOTOP SD I UNIT RESULTS 
90-SR 
137-CS 










DATE t 1987 JUN 
SPECIES ! BEEF MEAT 
UNIT : BQ/KC FRESH 























































DATE i 1987 DEC 
SPECIES i BEEF MEAT 















































MEANi 1 .927 0.298 
S.E. Xi 22 3 
- 83 -
P . 1 . 2 . 
DATE : 1986 DEC 
SPECIES : PORK MEAT 
LOCATION : DENMARK 













DATE s 1987 JUN 
SPECIES s PORK MEAT 
UNIT : BQ/KG FRESH 























































DATE t 1987 DEC 
SPECIES t PORK MEAT 















































MEAN: 0.600 0.267 













> HENS EGG 
I OEMMASK 






















SPECIES : HENS EEC 
LOCATION : FAROES 
UNIT t BQ/KC IRESH 



















HSa MEAT COLLECTS) AT TUD FISHING FORTS IK DENMARK (RlfCKtBINCl THE NORTH SEA. HUNDESTED: CATTEGAT) 
























































196* OCT 07 
-
-





1987 SEP 0 2 
-
1986 OCT 0 7 
-
-





1987 SEP 02 
-
1986 OCT 07 
-
-
1986 KOV 15 
-
-
1987 MAR 24 
-
1987 SEP 0 2 
-





1987 SEP 11 
-
1986 HOV 0 7 
1987 MAR 
1987 SEP 11 
-
1986 NOV 07 
-
-
1987 MAR 17 
-
1987 SEP 11 
-
1987 MAY 22 
-



























































































































































































































1 . 1 . 1 . 
TOTAL DIBT COLLICIB) COUSIRTWia 1 8 D E t t H K IH 8 TOWS AK> COPOSUCDI ( C F . H G . 3 ) 
* » IH 24 "A'-TOWB ( C F . T I C . 4 ) Al® 2« "»»-TOWS ^CT. F I C . 5 ) 
DATE •- 1986 DEC 
SPECIES t TOTAL D I R 
U R T i BT;/D*Y M D CAPITE 





E-JUHJUH) 2 . 
W-JOTLANB 3 . 



















































































































HEAHi 0.181 2.303 0.421 
3.1. t : 5 7 1 
- a/ -
B . 1 . 2 . 
M I E I 1987 JIU 
»PBCl iS . TOTAL DIET 
W I T I S Q / a t l R C CA7ITX 






E-Jinuuo 2 . 
E-JilTUHB 2 . 
tf-JVIUR) 3 
W.JUIUHD 3 . 
W-JUTLAKD 3 . 
S-JVTLM« 4 
























































































































MEAN! 0.194 2.222 0.376 
S.E. »I 15 4 1 
BATE i 1987 OSC 
SPECIES i TOTAL SIZT 
usrr i «q/:^ n e QtfiTE 




r-iaiuHD 2 . 
E-JHUSO 2 . 
»-JUTUUD 3 . 
ii-.HHLA» 3 . 
S-JVUJL«) * . 
S-JtTILAW) 4 , 
FUSSH j . 
rJBKf i . 
2EALATO * . 
ZEAUSS 6 . 
I Æ - F A L . 7 . 






B U B « 










































































HEAHi 0.6J8 0.309 
S.E. 1: 5 1 
inarm nsiT omsens m orseucai 
DATE • 19M HT 
LOCUICR t OOKKMSI 











































S. 2 . 1 . 
IMPOIITED VEGETABLE PBD9UCTS OOLLtCTED IH DEtttlftK 
ISOTOP DATE SPECIES 'JKKTVto SD I UWT RESULTS 
137-CS 
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BOL 























T . I . t . 
R a d l o c a * s l u * ( , 3 * * , J 7 C s 1 in Danes in th« per iod S*pteiM>«r 1 9 K 
to No?estber •98 ' ' . 












































9 / 9 - 9 6 
t 3 /10 -96 
I 4 / 1 1 - 8 S 
9 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 0 / : - « ? 
! V 2 - » J 
I 9 / 3 - 8 T 
!S /4 - * 7 
?"» ' < £ j 
;.'.-* *; 
! 3 / ? - * 7 
I 7 / H - 1 7 
14 /9 -97 
9 / 1 0 - 8 7 
2 5 / 1 1 - 9 7 
15 /9 -86 
14 /10 -96 
2 0 / 1 1 - 8 6 
16 /12 -86 
2 2 / 7 - 8 7 
18 /2 -87 
2 3 / 3 - 8 7 
9 / 4 - 8 7 
18 /5 -87 
2 2 / 6 - 8 7 
13 /7 -87 
2 4 / 8 - 8 7 
14 /9 -87 
8 / 1 0 - 8 7 
2 5 / 1 1 - 8 7 
17 /9 -86 
14 /10 -86 
13 /11 -86 
2 3 / 1 - 8 7 
17 /2 -87 
2 7 / 3 - 8 7 
13 /4 -87 
2 1 / 5 - 8 7 
2 3 / 6 - 8 7 
17 /7 -87 
2 0 / 8 - 8 7 
2 1 / 9 - 8 7 
1 5 / 1 0 - 8 7 














































































































































































2 . 6 2 
2 .12 
2 .33 
T . I . 2 . 








































H / 9 - 8 6 
8 / 9 - 9 « 
21 /10 -S6 
1 9 / I J - H 6 
18/12-8ft 
2 1 / I - S 7 
16 /2 -87 
17 /3 -87 
14 /4 -87 
16 /9 -96 
2 3 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 8 / . 1 - 8 6 
5 /12 -86 
2 7 / 1 - 8 7 
19 /2 -97 
» 7 / 3 - 8 7 
» 0 A - 8 7 
2 5 / 5 - 8 7 
18 /6 -87 
1 3 / 7 - 8 7 
2 0 / 8 - 8 7 
8 / 9 - 8 7 
11 /10 -87 
2 6 / 1 1 - 8 7 
9 / 9 - 8 6 
2 3 / 1 0 - 8 6 
11 /11 -86 
16/12-8C 
2 2 / 1 - 8 7 
19 /2 -87 
19 /3 -87 
2 2 / 4 - 8 7 
2 1 / 5 - 8 7 
18 /6 -87 
17 /7 -87 
12 /8 -87 
8 / 9 - 8 7 
9 / 1 0 - 8 7 




































































































2 . 4 2 
2 .31 
2 . 4 7 
2 . 1 9 
2 . »5 
1.78 














2 . 10 
2 .28 
1.97 
2 . 0 3 
2 .21 











2 . 5 5 
- vi -
T . I . 3 . 
( cont inued) 














































H / 9 - 8 6 
1 3 / 1 0 - 8 6 
M / l 1-86 
2 0 / 1 - 8 7 
l i / 2 - 8 7 
1 8 / 3 - 8 7 
2 0 / 5 - 8 7 
1 7 / 6 - 8 7 
1 2 / 8 - 8 7 
1 1 / 9 - 8 7 
9 / 1 0 - 8 7 
2 0 / 1 1 - 8 7 
1 2 / 9 - 8 6 
1 9 / 9 - 8 6 
2 2 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 8 / 1 1 - 8 6 
1 6 / 9 - 8 6 
1 4 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 9 / 1 1 - 8 6 
1 8 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 1 / 1 - 8 7 
2 3 / 2 - 8 7 
2 3 / 3 - 8 7 
1 3 / 4 - 8 7 
2 5 / 5 - 8 7 
1 6 / 6 - 8 7 
1 5 / 7 - 8 7 
1 7 / 8 - 8 7 
9 / 9 - 8 7 
1 3 / 1 0 - 8 7 
2 4 / 1 1 - 8 7 
1 1 / 9 - 8 6 
2 3 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 2 / 1 1 - 8 6 
1 1 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 1 / 1 - 8 7 
1 6 / 2 - 8 7 
1 8 / 3 - 8 7 
1 5 / 4 - 8 7 
1 9 / 6 - 8 7 
1 5 / 7 - 8 7 
1 2 / 8 - 8 7 
1 4 / 9 - 8 7 
9 / 1 0 - 8 7 








































































































































































T. 1 . 4 . 
(cont inued) 











































1 2 / 9 - 8 6 
2 0 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 4 / 8 - 8 7 
8 / 9 - 8 7 
1 9 / 1 0 - 8 7 
5 / 9 - 8 6 
1 5 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 3 / 1 1 - 8 6 
9 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 3 / 1 - 8 7 
1 8 / 2 - 8 7 
1 7 / 3 - 8 7 
2 1 / 4 - 8 7 
2 5 / 5 - 8 7 
1 9 / 6 - 8 7 
2 4 / 7 - 8 7 
2 1 / 8 - 8 7 
1 5 / 9 - 8 7 
2 6 / 1 1 - 8 7 
2 3 / 1 0 - 8 6 
18 /11 -86 
1 7 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 7 / 1 - 8 7 
2 3 / 3 - 8 7 
2 2 / 4 - 8 7 
2 0 / 5 - 8 7 
7 1 / 6 - 8 7 
1 9 / 8 - 8 7 
1 9 / 9 - 8 6 
; i / 1 0 - 8 6 
2 0 / 1 1 - 8 6 
1 7 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 7 / 1 - 8 7 
1 9 / 3 - 8 7 
1 4 / 4 - 8 7 
2 2 / 5 - 8 7 
1 9 / 6 - 8 7 
2 4 / 7 - 8 7 
1 9 / 8 - 8 7 
1 8 / 9 - 8 7 
H / K 37 

































































































































2 . 4 9 
2 . 5 7 
2 . 5 9 
2 .86 
2 . 9 3 
2 . 6 7 
2 . 5 7 
2 .84 
2 . 7 8 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 6 8 
3 . 3 1 
3 . 2 1 
3 .24 
3 .36 
3 . 4 2 








2 . 6 2 





2 . 0 3 
1.97 
2 .06 
2 . 2 8 
2 . 3 3 
2 . 2 3 
2 .36 
2 . 4 3 
2 . 0 0 
2 .24 
- 95 -
T . I . 5 . 
{cont inued) 









































9 / 9 - 8 6 
1 5 / 1 0 - 8 6 
1 3 / 1 1 - 8 6 
1 6 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 3 / 1 - 8 7 
2 4 / 3 - 8 7 
1 3 / 4 - 8 7 
2 6 / 5 - 8 7 
1 6 / 6 - 8 7 
1 8 / 8 - 8 7 
9 / 9 - 8 7 
8 / 1 0 - 8 7 
16 /12 -86 
2 6 / 1 - 8 7 
2 4 / 3 - 8 7 
1 5 / 4 - 8 7 
2 1 / 5 - 8 7 
2 2 / 6 - 8 7 
2 2 / 7 - 8 7 
2 0 / 8 - 8 7 
2 2 / 9 - 8 7 
1 4 / 1 0 - 8 7 
2 2 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 1 / 1 - 8 7 
2 3 / 2 - 8 7 
1 6 / 3 - 8 7 
2 7 / 4 - 8 7 
1 8 / 5 - 8 7 
1 9 / 8 - 8 7 
1 5 / 9 - 8 7 
2 7 / 1 0 - 8 7 
2 2 / 1 2 - 8 6 
2 1 / 1 - 8 7 
2 3 / 2 - 8 7 
1 6 / 3 - 8 7 
2 7 / 4 - 8 7 
1 8 / 5 - 8 7 
1 9 / 8 - 8 7 
1 0 / 9 - 8 7 

























































































































2 . 0 7 
2 . 3 5 
2 . 1 3 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 2 7 
2 . 7 1 
2 . 2 9 
2 . 2 3 
3 . 3 9 
2 .56 
2 . 4 4 
2 . 6 3 
2 .26 
2 . 1 8 
2 . 1 3 
2 . 4 8 
2 . 4 2 
2 . 6 6 
2 . 4 2 
2 . 2 5 
2 . 5 4 
2 . 3 7 
2 . 2 5 
2 . 1 2 
1 .95 
1.86 
2 . 0 1 
2 . 5 1 
2 . 8 6 
2 . 3 0 
2 .36 
2 . 2 1 
2 . 1 7 
2 . 0 9 
1.75 
1.86 
2 . 0 8 
2.S6 
2 . 5 6 








































































































•Monthly mean values (adults only) l34+137Cg g^ kg-1 + , S # B -
An appro*....it« estimate of the '37cs may be obtained by multi-
plying the Bq Ca (kg K)~f with 0,7. 
Mean* 
U. 1 . 1 . 
HUMAN BWE COLLECTED COUNTRTWIDE IH DENMARK 
ISOTOP : 90-SK 
UNIT i BQ/KC CA 
DATE 
1»»7 JAH IS 
19S7 FEB Ol 
SPECIES 














ISOTOP i 90-SK 
» I T t BQ/KB CA 
BUTE SPECIES LOCATION SDX ARE IN 
MONTHS 
RESULTS 
1987 FEB 24 
1986 HOV 11 
1987 HAR 03 
1987 JAN 04 
1987 FEB 23 
1986 DBC 29 
1986 DEC 08 
1986 OCT 03 
1987 HAR 03 
1987 AUC 03 
1987 AUC 15 
1986 DEC 26 
1986 HOV 18 
1986 HOV 09 
1986 DEC 13 
1986 MOV 08 
1987 HAR 09 
1987 MM 16 
1986 OCT 20 
1986 HOV 30 
1987 rEB 14 
1987 HAR 21 
1986 DBC 04 
1987 HAR 12 
1987 JAH 25 
1986 DK 17 
1987 HAR 04 
1987 KAR 08 
1967 KAR 01 
1987 APR 03 
1986 OCT 28 
1967 AUG 01 
BONE INFANTS H. <60 MONTH 


































































































































U. 1 . 2 . 
ISOTOP i 90-SR 
UNIT i BQflS CA. 
DATE SPECIES LOCATION SO X AGE IH 
TEARS 
RESULTS 
1917 SEP Ol 
19*7 AUG 02 
19*7 SEP 02 
1987 AUC 04 
19*7 MM 16 
1 9 M 0 C T OB 
1987 AUC 13 
1937 H U 20 
1986 OCT 01 
1987 AUC 27 
1987 AUC 03 
1987 APR 01 
1987 APR OS 
1987 APR 14 
1987 AUG 24 
1986 OCT 20 
1986 OCT 02 
1987 HAR 30 
1987 AUG 03 
1987 AUG 16 
1987 AUG 24 
1987 ADC 23 
1987 AUG 06 
1987 SEP 01 
-
1987 AUG 01 
1987 SEP 0 3 
1987 AUG 21 
1987 AUC 2 3 
1986 NOV 17 
1987 AUB 29 
1987 MAR 20 
1987 AUS 22 
1987 MAR IS 
1987 AUC 10 
1987 AUG 22 
1986 NOV 17 
1987 AUC 21 
1966 OCT 21 
1986 OCT 01 
1986 NOV 27 
1987 AUG 28 
1986 OCT 16 
1986 OCT IS 
1986 OCT 20 
1987 AUC 31 
1986 OCT 15 
1987 AUG 13 















































































































































































































































f I RMALE 
Mi MUX 
- S9 -
v . 1 . 1 . 
MOTHER'S MILK COLLECTED AT TKUJ1HD 
DUS < 19M NOV 
SFECIBS s BUttMKlLK 
LOCATION i MSKILDE 
uurr i BQ/L 
ISOTOP SD X IESULIS 
137-CS 9 0.64 
134/137 13 0.52 
- i O O -
10°E 12°E 
10°E 12°E 15°E 
Pig. 1. State experimental farms in Denmark (Notice: Kalø in 
East-Jutland replaced Odum In 1986; Aarslev in Funen replaced 
Blangstedgaard in 1985; Borris in West Jutland replaced Studs-
gaard in 1979; Åkirkeby <*> Tornbygaard). The State experimen-
tal farms are used for sampling of precipitation, soil, grain, 
potatoes, grass, whole milk, and fodder. 
Fiq. 1. statens forsøgsgårde i Danmark (Bemærk: Kalø i Øst-
jylland erstatter ødum i 1986; Aarslev på Fyn erstatter Blang-
stedgaard i 1985; Borris i Vestjylland erstatcer Studsgaard i 
1979; Åkirkeby <»> Tornbygaard). Statens forsøgsgårde er benyt-
tet til indsamling af nedbør, jord, korn, kartofler, grås, ny-
malket malk og foder. 
- 101 -
10°E 12°E 
10° E 12°E 15°E 
Fig. 2 . Dried milk factories in Denmark (when dried milk i s 
not produced, samples of fresh milk replace the dried milk). 
Fig. 2 . Ttomwlksfabrikker i Danmark (når tørmalk ikke er 







Pig. 3 . Towns in the 8 zones (+ Copenhagen) 
for t o t a l d i e t , bread, milk, meat, f r u i t s 
The towns have been used s ince 1973. 
I; North-Jutland; I I : East-Jutland; I I I : 
IV: South-Jutland; V: Punen; VI: Zealand; 
Pa l s ter ; VIII: Bornholm. 
in Denmark used 
and vege tab le s . 
West-Jutland; 
VII: Lolland-
Pig . 3 . Byer i de 8 zoner ( landsdele) (+ København) i Danmark 
benyttet ved indsamling af t o t a l kost , brød, malk, kød, frugt 
og grøntsager. Byerne er b levet brugt siden 1973. 
I : Nordjylland; I I : Øst jy l land; I I I : Ves t jy l land; 
IV: Sydjylland; V: Fyn; VI: Sjal land; VII: Lolland-
Fal s ter ; VIII: Bornholm. 
10 3 -
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Fig. 4 . "A'-towns in the 8 zones in Denmark used for d i e t , 
bread and milk sampling (these towns were used in 1961-1972 
and in 1986). 
Is North-Jutland; I I : East-Jutland; I I I : West-Jutland; 
IV: South-Jutland; V: Fynen; VI: Zealand? VII: Lolland-
Fals terj VIII: Bornholm. 
Fig. 4 . "A"-byer i de 8 zoner i Danmark benyttet ved ind-
s am l ing af kost, bra>d og mælk (d i s se byer blev brugt i 
1962-1972 og har ekstraordinært at ter varet benyttet i Sept. 
& Dec. 1986. 
I: Nordjylland; I I : Østjyl land; I I I : Vestjyl land; 
IV: Sydjylland; V: Fyn; VI: Sjal land; VII: Lolland-




Fig. 5. "B"-towns in the 9 zones in Denmark used for d i e t , 
bread and milk sampling (these towns were used in 1961-1972 
and in 1986) . 
Fig. 5. "B"-byer i de 8 zoner i Danmark benyttet t i l ind-
TfflIW7Ho,^ Bi.JS9L»ffl: r J W . 1 " 6 byer blev brU9t * 
1 n: 
10°E 12°E 
57° N Nors sar 
563N 
55aN -Hostrup s<3^  
0 50 1001 
1
 . . . i i . • .—i_j k m 
HalstedCq^+SøncJersø / \ 
Almindingen sø+Is) 





10°E 12°E 15°E 
Fig. 6. Sample locations for stream- and lakewater in Denmark. 








^ - / l 55°N 
10°E 12°E 15°E 
Pig. 7 , Sample locat ions for ground water in Denmark. 










11°E 12°E 13°E 
Fig. 8. Sample locations for seawater in the Danish Straits. 






10 20 30 
uaksvig 
rThorshavn-
^ X i VHojvig 
62°N 
7°W 
Flq. 9 . The Faroe Islands, 
Fiq. 9. Farøerne. 
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Pig. 10, Greenland 
Pig. 10. Grønland 
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